ABSTRACT. In this paper, we discuss The poblem of finding a (3,9)-cage. A hamilTonian Taph with gizh 9 and 5 vezices is given. Except four vertices, each of the remaining vertices of This raph has valency Three. This graph is obtained with the aid of a computer.
cage) is an old and difficult one. In 1952, R. M. Foster constructed the first trivalent 8Taph with girth 9 and 60 vezices. Since then, at least 30 graphs of the same type have been obtained by various mathematicians. By using a computer, Biggs and Hoare [I] obtained a trivalenT graph with girth 9 and 58 vertices. IT is not known yet whether this raph is a (3,9)-cage.
Recently, with The aid of a computer, the author has completed The study of the (3,10)-cages [4] , and he hopes to find a (3,9)-cage in this way. After considerable computation time was used in a computer, The author has obtained many partial solutions which are close to a (3,9)-cage. As an example, a hamilTonian raph with girth 9 and 5 vertices is given in this paper. Except fotu vertices, each of the remaining vertices of this graph has valency three. It is hoped That this raph may be useful in The search of a (3,9)-cage. (3, 9) be the number of vertices of a (3,9)-cage. It is known that 54 < f(3,9) < 58 (see [I] (see [2] and [3] ). These 12 opposite vertices for 17 different cases of aangement, which ae given in the figure below. (A simple computer posTam can be used to obtain this information.
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(i4 (I) consists of vezices 1 and 36, etc.). Therefore, this aph has at least 17 different types of vertices and so it is much less symmetrical than all known cages. The author could not get a reasonably good design of this aph. This, together with the &raph given above see,s to suggest that f (3, 9) 58.
For the other know cages (except those obtained by using the of finite projective Keomerr), a pazial solution which contains about 80% of the total number of edges of a cage can always be completed to yield a cage of that type. For example, in order to shorten the compuZer pro&ram (used in [2] ) to obtain a (7,6)-cage, abou 75% of the toal number of edges of this cage was completed by a computer. Only a few partial solutions were obtained, each of which was checked by hand to determine whether it is a soluZlon. The autho assumed that this was true for all other cages. However, the aph given here disproves this conjecture. This also seems to confirm that the constucrion of a (3,9)-cage is indeed a very difficult problem.
